Call the Shots

call the shots. INFORMAL. COMMON If you call the shots, you are the person who makes
all the important decisions in an organization or situation. call the shots. to be the person who
controls or organizes a situation: You're the boss here – you get to call the shots. (Definition of
“call the shots” from the Cambridge Academic Content Dictionary © Cambridge University
Press).
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I'm the boss, and I call all the shots here! Mom calls the shots for Thanksgiving dinner, so you
better get her approval for any dish you want to.call the shots. phrase. The person who calls
the shots is in a position to tell others what to do. The directors call the shots and nothing
happens without their say-so."Call the Shots" is a song by British girl group Girls Aloud from
their fourth studio album, Tangled Up (). The song was written by Charlie Skilling, with
?Background and release - ?Composition - ?Reception - ?Live performances and.29 Nov - 3
min - Uploaded by Killer Tracks Soaring strings usher in a truly epic chorus with vocals by
Louise Dowd. This song is available for.Call the shots is an idiom that seems to have first
appeared in the twentieth century. An idiom is a word, group of words or phrase that has a
figurative meaning.Call the shots definition, a discharge of a firearm, bow, etc. See
more.Synonyms for call the shots at brunobahs.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for call the shots.call the shots - Translation to
Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions.call the shots exercise authority or be in charge.
clotheshorse a framework on which to hang clothes (as for drying). call it quits stop doing
what one is doing.Sea Cat made no secret of the fact that Gloria was calling the shots in this I
am not sure I have called all my shots, but I think those are the.Call The Shots. likes · 2 talking
about this. Latest single 'Fantasy' now on Youtube! brunobahs.comThe latest Tweets from
CALL THE SHOTS (@CallTheShotsAU). Pop Punk band from Brisbane, Australia
@JoshSetterfield @Roleyboyc @Dion_cerreto.brunobahs.com: Call the Shots (): Don
Calame: Books.A person who is "calling the shots" is the person who has the power to make
decisions at a particular place or time. The phrase appears to.Synonyms for call the shot at
brunobahs.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for call the shot.
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